Annotator

https://github.com/okfn/annotator
The World Wide Web project

The WorldWideWeb (W3) is a wide-area hypermedia information retrieval initiative aiming to give universal access to a large universe of documents. Everything there is online about W3 is linked directly or indirectly to this document, including an executive summary of the project, Mailing lists, Policy, November's W3 news, Frequently Asked Questions. Pointers to the world's online information, subjects.
Who would have predicted that we would come this far?

annotations@w3.org

Who would have predicted that we would come this far?

Not me, for sure.
User interactions

Protocols

Data models
Content-Security-Policy:
script-src https://example.com;
[12:52:26] <nickstenn> Does anyone know of proposals to allow user-trusted code to run in the DOM in a standard way?

[12:52:27] → mitsuhiko (~mitsuhiko@ubuntu/member/mitsuhiko) joined the channel.

[12:53:37] <annewk> nickstenn: nope
SPEC ALL THE THINGS

Build for pluralism
Thank you

Nick Stenning
@nickstenning

https://github.com/okfn/annotator
http://tinyurl.com/annolist